A new flexible and efficient search technique has been recently introduced which includes
Despite these variations, these sequences share some common properties. The synthesis of these common properties is called a sequence motif:
The role of a motif search technique is to decompose a large sequence, describing a gene or a protein, into smaller subsequences that are expressions of known sequence motifs. In a typical application, a new sequence is compared against a library of known motifs. To implement such an application, a motif search technique has two distinct interdependent components, a motif descriptor and a search method to locate motif instances in a particular sequence.
In this paper, we review a new motif descriptor called a generalized projile [5] which can emulate most of other used motif descriptors. In order to define the role of the generalized profiles, we introduce the notions of alignment and ulignment score in the general context of comparison between some motif descriptor and a sequence. We finally apply these notions to the generalized profile itself.
Based on this new motif descriptor, one goal of the paper is to define a search method by an exact formulation of the mathematical problem, leaving no ambiguities to its implementation.
A second goal of the paper consists of describing a new efficient algorithm solving the stated problem. We show that this algorithm produces an adequate solution to the motif search problem, and some results compared to a naive approach of the problem witness the algorithm's efficiency.
Basic data definitions of the search problem
A standard motif search problem involves two data components: l a biomolecular sequence; l a motif descriptor.
We consider a biomolecular sequence as a string of symbols from an alphabet.
Definition 1.
An alphabet A is defined by a set of symbols { /11,. , A,}.
For example, DNA sequences are usually described by symbols from the nucleotides alphabet {A,C, G, T}, and proteins by symbols from the amino acids alphabet {A, CD, E, E, C, I-4 I, K, L, M, N, I', 9, R, S, T, V, W, Y}.
Definition 2.
Given an alphabet A, a sequence based on A is a word on A.
Definition 3.
Given an alphabet A, a motif S based on A is a language on A. If a sequence belongs to S, the sequence is called a motif instance.
Locating a motif occurrence in a sequence consists in identifying a subsequence as a motif instance.
Definition 4.
Given a sequence a of length n and two indices s and t such that 1 <s < t d n, let a,, denote the subseyurncr of a defined by the sequence II, u,. In what follows. we consider only this kind of motif descriptors.
I. The ulignmrnt concept
The alignment notion is the key of modem motif descriptors as it takes into account any possible degeneracy or sequencing mistakes occurring in a biomolecular sequence.
Given a motif descriptor of size m, we define a set of m indexed slots {sr , ..s,,, }.
We introduce the notion of alignment between the motif descriptor and a sequence as the way of mapping a set of symbols of the sequence to these slots through a list of ulkqnment oprrations.
Definition 5.
Given a motif descriptor of size m and a sequence a = aI N,,, the possible alignmrnt oprrutions between the motif descriptor and the sequence are l the match operation ~&(x, y) with 1 <X dm and 1 d>'<n; symbol av is matched with slot .Y.,;
l the insert operation X(x, y) with 0 <x <VI and 1 <y <n; symbol a, is inserted after slot s, if x > 0 and before slot s,~+ 1 if x < m; l the delete operation 9(x, y) with 1 <.x ,<m and 0 <x <n; the slot s, is deleted: index _r only makes sense in the context of an alignment where it indicates that only symbols a,. and a,+~ can be involved in the previous and the next alignment operation, respectively. Given an alignment between a sequence and a motif descriptor, the set of symbols involved in an alignment operation constitutes the subsequence mapprd to the motif descriptor. For example, given a motif descriptor of size 6 and the sequence a = TAGATT, a sample of an alignment is given by A = {A(2,2),9(3,2), .A (4,3),4(4,4) ,.a (4, 5) ,JV5,6)}.
Subsequence a2,6 = AGATT is mapped to the motif descriptor by this alignment through the operations .& (2, 2) , &' (4, 3) , .9(4,4), 9 (4, 5) , &' (5, 6) . When the mapped subsequence is known, an alignment can be described by the usual alignment matrix presented in [15] . In this case, this matrix would be s2 ss
The ulignment graph
In order to visualize an alignment, we can build a graph where each edge corresponds to an alignment operation and each path corresponds to an alignment. 
Definition 8. Given a non-empty alignment A between a motif descriptor M and a sequence a, the corresponding alignment path P(A) in G(M,a) is uniquely defined by the following relationships:
Property 9. The relationships expressed in Dt$nition 8 define a bijection between non-empty alignments and alignment paths. 2; v22,2v3,2; v3,2%,3; ~4,3^f4,4; "fi,4v4,5; %,5'@?,6}. Given a motif descriptor and a sequence, the main goal of an alignment is to determine whether the sequence contains some subsequences similar to the described motif. This similarity is quantified by the alignmerzt scow.
Definition 10. Given a motif descriptor and a sequence, an alignment score is defined by a function S : A + R where A is the set of all possible alignments between the motif descriptor and the sequence.
As several alignments can map the same subsequence to the motif descriptor, we usually consider an alignment obtaining the highest score. For various biological reasons, we are often not only interested in this alignment, but also in a set of alignments obtaining high scores, each alignment implying a different biological hypothesis (see Fig. I1 ).
In order to be considered as a motif instance, a subsequence must be mapped by an alignment whose score is greater than or equal to a real value called the crr~-r!fl ~YJIZK~, which guarantees that the subsequence has a minimal degree of similarity with the motif. The motif search problem can therefore be expressed as an alignment .wwh pruhlun, where each alignment defines not only a subsequence, but also a similarity between the subsequence and the motif, and the way the motif has been conserved in the subsequence.
The Smitll-Waterman scoring jiinc.tion
The first local alignment scoring function has been introduced in [16] . This scoring function was designed to find similarities between two sequences. We show in this section that a two sequences comparison can be expressed as a motif search problem using the formalism previously described. Given two sequences, we consider one as the reference sequence, and the other as the sequence to test. A motif descriptor of size m includes the following components:
l a reference sequence of size m based on alphabet A; l a substitution matrix B = [b,,,,] E Ml,,, x I,,, with p, v E A; l a gap weighting function w : N+ + R defined by w(k) = ak + /I with LX, fi E R.
We suppose that the sequence to test is based on IL The substitution matrix gives a cost to the match operations, and the gap weighting function penalizes a succession of insert or delete operations.
Definition 11. Given an alignment A, a gap is a maximal ordered non-empty subset of A containing only insert operations or only delete operations consecutive in A. The length of gap y is the size IyI of the subset. The set of all gaps of A is denoted by f(A).
Definition 12. Given a motif descriptor defined by the components enumerated above and a sequence based on A, the score of A is given by Consider the reference sequence GAAGTA of size 6 based on alphabet {A,C,G,T}, and the alignment A presented in Eq.
(1). The gaps set of A is T(A) = {{9 (3, 2) }, {9 (4,4), 4(4,5) }}. G' tven the substitution matrix A C G T
B= (10)
and the gap weighting function w defined by x = /J = 1, the alignment score of A is
S(A) = BA,A + BG,G + BT,T -(w( 1) + w(2)) = 1 + 3 + 4 -(2 + 3) = 3. (11)
The most current application using this scoring function is the search of an alignment between two given sequences maximizing its score. The Smith-Waterman algorithm computes the score of this optimal alignment which often constitutes the first value we are interested in. An efficient implementation of this algorithm is presented in [6] .
The generalized profile
Generalized profiles are an extension of the profiles introduced in [8,7] including some additional parameters allowing in particular a more flexible treatment of the insertions and deletions, and an emulation of different alignment modes [5] . Generalized profiles are based on the two concepts previously described: alipnwnt and .scoriw ,firnction. As sequences, generalized profiles have a linear structure where symbols are replaced by match positions. each match position is surrounded by two insert positions. The number of match positions defines the size of the generalized profile. The match positions and the insert positions contain all the parameters defining the alignment score function. .
TIP generalized prqfile purameters
with (Cp1.112) E {8,.k,.Y,i/} x {.A",./,9,G} Table 1 summarizes the parameters contained in a generalized profile, and defines the functions SO, and S,,,,, scoring respectively the alignment operations and the possible transitions between consecutive alignment operations in an alignment.
The projile ulignment score
The scoring functions SO, and S,,,,, defined by the profile allows us to introduce the alignment score function. Definition 14. Given a non-empty alignment A between a profile and a sequence, we consider the corresponding extended alignment 2 = { Sz,, . . . , Q,}. The SCOW of A is defined by
x-=1 k=2
The projle alignment graph
To solve any profile alignment problem, it is useful to formulate the problem in terms of directed graphs. Given a profile M of size m and a test sequence n of size n, we build the projile alignment graph G(M,a) based on the basic alignment graph presented in Section 2.2.
In order to introduce all the parameters contained in a generalized profile, each vertex V& of the basic alignment graph is replaced by a node JV"~,~ to include the transition scores. A node consists of a perfect matching between vertices V& with 3" = L%', J?', 4,9 and vertices W& with W = A, X,9,6. Edge VX,YW,X,Y corresponds to a transition from an operation V to an operation W. The nodes are interconnected as follows: Table 2 Costs assigned to the edges of the alignment graph To introduce the begin and the end scores, we add a source vertex .A-and a destination vertex (5'. Each node .)1 ',Y,, is connected to vertices ,A' and A by edges .K ./A,,, and 6:,,6 corresponding respectively to operations .B(x, 1;) and 6(x, I'). Each edge corresponds to a possible operation between profile M and the test sequence a or to an operations transition, so we assign to each edge a length equal to the score of the corresponding operation or transition as shown in Table 2 using the following definitions:
h'(g) = r;" if y = 0, if y = n, h"r otherwise, otherwise.
Definition 15. Given a non-empty alignment A between a profile and a sequence, the p@le aligzmmt path P(A) in the profile alignment graph is entirely defined by the following relationships:
8(x, y) E A e .q,,_, 9x.y t P(A ),
9(X,]>) l A e cr;-_,,,$z~., E P(A). 
8(x, JJ) E A H ~$6 E P(A).

non-empty aiiynment A, S(A) = L(P(A)).
Fig . 2 shows the alignment graph for a profile and a test sequence of lengths 2. As any alignment path starts from vertex @ and ends at vertex B and does not contain a &9X,Y&:.Y edge, dashed vertices and dashed edges are never used.
I. Computation of the optimal alignment score
Given a profile M of size m and a sequence a of size n, the score of a best alignment between A4 and a is given by the length of a Iongest path from the source vertex .B' to the destination vertex B in the alignment graph G(M,a). 
The motif search problem
The goal of a motif search method consists of finding meaningful instances of motifs in a given collection of sequences. In a typical application, one is interested in the following questions: It is important to recognize that these questions cannot be fully answered by formulating the motif search problem as a classification problem, which answers only the question ( I ) . Indeed, published database search algorithms using profiles or other motif descriptor models are designed mainly to find only the single best alignment between the model and a sequence, or to compute only a single value to assess membership ot a sequence family. The advantage of the motif search method defined here is that its solution provides a more satisfactory answer to the above questions.
There are two reasons why the search for a biomolecular sequence motif is not a tri\.-ial task, even if the motif is well defined by an appropriate descriptor. The first one is that genetic texts, in the form of nucleotide sequences or translated into protein, do not contain any obvious punctuation signals. As a consequence, delineation of functional subsequences and classification of these subsequences must proceed simultaneously. The second reason is that biological sequence motifs. of the same or of different types.
can occur in partially overlapping way. The high degeneracy of many motifs favors such an arrangement.
However, the physical overlap constraints vary greatly between different motifs. Therefore, a generally usable motif search technique must deal with the overlap problem in a flexible way.
Given a generalized profile and a biomolecular sequence. the result of a motif search operation has the form of a set of alignments whose corresponding similarity scores must exceed a given cut-off value. As a first approximation, the goal can be described as finding all alignments with scores higher than the prescribed cut-off value, but practically, the size of such an alignment set grows exponentially with the size of the profile and the length of the sequence. For example, each alignment exceeding the cut-off value is usually surrounded by a large number of similar alignments also exceeding the cut-off value. Usually we want such a group of alignments to be represented by a single, locally optimal alignment. This can be achieved by requiring that two alignments contained in the result of a motif search operation satisfy a specific disjointness relationship. By extension, this disjointness relationship can be applied to alignment paths. A formal statement of the motif search problem can be described as follows.
Given a sequence a, a profile M, a symmetric disjointness relationship I/ between two alignments and a cut-off value I, the problem consists in finding a (not necessarily unique) set of alignments between M and a, or equivalently a set E of feasible paths in the alignment graph G(A4,a) satisfying conditions (l)- (4) below.
(1) Minimal length condition. The length of each alignment path of the set is greater than or equal to the cut-off value: VP E E, L(P)> x.
(2) Disjointness condition. Any two paths in the set are disjoint: VP, P' E E with P # P', P 11 P'. (3) Local maximality condition. Given any alignment path in G(A4,a) whose length exceeds the cut-off value, there exists an alignment path in the solution set not disjoint from the given path with an equal or a greater length: V alignment path
P' E G(M, a) with L(P') 3 a, 3P E E such that P # P' and L(P) > L(P'). (4) Set muximality
condition. No profile alignment path in G(A4,a) whose length is greater than or equal to the cut-off value can be added to the set without violating the disjointness condition, E is maximum in the sense of inclusion: $ an alignment path P' E G(M,a) such that S(P') 3 SI and such that VP E E, P 11 P'.
Property 18. Condition (3) implies that a solution set contains at least u longest alignment path: ZIP E E such that tf alignment path P in G(M,a), L(P)>L(P).
A disjointness dejinition
The disjointness definition used in the new search method declares a range of match positions, including intervening insert positions, as a projle protected region. Usually, the profile protected region covers positions having a high degree of biological significance, the remaining positions are mainly used to refine the motif description. To be disjoint, two profile alignment paths must have two disjoint sequence protected regions. This definition is illustrated in Fig. 3 . The disjointness definition introduced in [ 181 for pairwise alignments, which only requires that two alignments do not share one common match operation, is less suitable in a motif search situation.
Definition 19. To a profile of size m, we can assign a pro$le protected region defined by the range [ml,ml] such that O<ml <mz<m.
Definition 20. Given a profile A4 with a protected region [ml,mJ, a sequence a and a path P in G (M,a) , we define the sequence protected region of P by the range .'x'= .f and ml <x < rnz.
We define J,,,(P) = nt -1 and yout(P) = II? as the in-indes and the out-inky of t'.
Definition 21. Given a sequence a and a profile M with a protected region [PHI, m] . two paths in G(M,a) are disjoint if and only if their sequence protected regions arc disjoint. As this definition is applicable to pairs of alignment paths in G(M.rr), it is applicable to pairs of non empty alignments between a and M.
In the presented motif search algorithm. we suppose that any alignment path whose length is greater than or equal to the cut-off value has a sequence protected region. II' an alignment P with L(P) > r has no sequence protected region (see alignment path (' in Fig. 3 ), the solution of the stated problem would have an exponential size. as very many alignment paths surrounding P would also belong to a solution set.
A new motif search algorithm
The presented motif search algorithm is based on the dynamic programming method used to find a best alignment between the profile and the sequence. Using a well known dynamic programming method yields an efficient and exact algorithm to solve the stated search problem. In what follows, we solve the motif search problem given a profile M of size m with a protected region [ml,m?] , a sequence a of size n, a cut-off value x and the disjoint relationship defined in Definition 21. Applied Muthrmutics 94 (1999) 297-319 
A first algorithmic upproaclz
The simplest way to solve the stated search problem consists in repeating iteratively the best alignment algorithm, avoiding to scan the sequence protected regions of the alignments in the current solution set. The resulting algorithm complexity is O(mnq) where q is the number of alignments appearing in the final solution set. The main idea of the new motif search technique is based on the reduction of the sequence scan, which can be accomplished doing two things:
(1) avoiding to scan again already visited uninteresting regions of the sequence; (2) putting an alignment in the solution as soon as possible (in particular before reaching the end of the sequence).
NM algorithmic upproach
The new algorithm scans the sequence, keeping track of the alignment path which could be added next to the solution set. When some conditions are satisfied, this alignment path is effectively put in the solution set, and the alignment moves back in the sequence. In order to describe the algorithm and to show its adequacy to the motif search problem, we define the algorithm state as follows.
Definition 22.
Observing the algorithm execution, the algorithm state is defined by the pair (8,y), where i? is the current solution set and j, the current position in the sequence. At the beginning of the algorithm, (E', j) = (@,I ).
Definition 23. Given an algorithm state (8, j), the candidu.te alignment path P(k, j) is a longest alignment path in G(A4,a) disjoint from any alignment path in ,!? whose out-index is less than or equal to j. 
Cornputution ef' the cundidute uligmnent puth P(c. f )
Given an algorithm state (k, j), we denote by P(E, j) a longest alignment path in G(A4,a) disjoint from any alignment path in l? and such that its out-index is equal to are computed using a dynamic programming technique analogous to the one described in Section 3.3.1. In order to describe the computation of &I?,_$), we introduce a path concatenation operator. As the out-index of P($',);) is equal to j, we choose the longest path among the following one:
The acceptance condition
A clever set of acceptance conditions is the key to the algorithm efficiency, the sooner the alignment paths are put in the solution set, the less the sequence is scanned.
Definition 25. Given an algorithm state (8,j), the first-index yerst(8,j) denotes the lowest in-index of the paths P,#(k, Vz,";,,;) such that V" E {M', .Y} and x E {ml,...,mz -1).
The first-index is determined during the computation of P(B, j). The candidate alignment path P(E',j) is put in the solution set & when its length is greater than or equal to x and when one of the following conditions is satisfied:
(1) the algorithm has reached the end of the sequence, j = n; (2) the algorithm meets a sequence protected region, which means that 9 + 1 belongs to the sequence protected region of an alignment path in 8; (3) any future candidate alignment further in the sequence is disjoint from P(E',J;), which means that yout(p(E., j)) <<s&i, j); Fig. 5 illustrates this condition.
Update of the algorithm state
Suppose the algorithm moves from state (8,_$) to state (I?+,p +). There are two kinds of state transitions: if conditions to put P(B, j) in the solution set are satisfied, then E-' =EU {P(g, $)}; the algorithm moves back in the sequence.
In the first case, no alignment can be put in the solution set, then i?' = l? and the algorithm simply moves forward in the sequence jumping over the sequence protected regions. The new index y ^ ' is set to the lowest index y E ]j,n] such that _V does not belong to a sequence protected region of an alignment path in ,!?-' = i? (see Fig. 6 ). If such an index does not exist, the algorithm stops.
In the second case, instead of returning to the beginning of the sequence, the algorithm maintains a back-index.
Definition 26. Given an algorithm state (i, j), the back-index yback (l?, I; ) is the lowest index y 6 _$ such that there exists an alignment path P disjoint from any alignment path in B with yout(P) = y and L(P)>x. The new index ,v ^ + is set to the lowest index _y E [yhack(i., j),n] such that _V does not belong to a sequence protected region of an alignment path in 8+ = kU { p( J!?, T)}.
As in the first case, if such an index does not exist, the algorithm stops.
Adequacll to the motif search problem
Proposition 27. The solution set E satisfies the minimal length and the rli.sjointne.s.r conditions (I ) and (2).
Proof. As P(g, j) >,a when it is put in the solution set, the minimal length condition is trivially satisfied. Let Pk denote the kth alignment path put in P by the algorithm. i,j E {I,..., IEI} with j > i, p'(E,j) definition implies that Pj /I Pi. As the disjointness relationship is symmetric, given any k, 1 E { 1,. . , IEI} with k # 1, Pk II PI, therefore the disjointness property (2) is satisfied by E.
Given any
•l Proposition 28. The solution set E satisfies the set maximality condition 4.
Proof. The algorithm terminates when it reaches the end of the sequence and when L(P(b, j)) < CC. Therefore, no alignment path whose length is greater than or equal to the cut-off value is disjoint from the alignment paths in E = 8. 0
Proposition 29. The solution set E satisfies the Iocaf optimatity condition (3).
Proof. Suppose that the local optimality condition is not satisfied by the solution set.
Then, there exists an alignment path P E G(M,a) such that for any alignment path X E E not disjoint from P, L(X) < L(P).
Let Q denote the set of alignment paths in E not disjoint from P. We will show that the existence of P implies that there exists an alignment P' with L(P')>L(P), and such that the set Q' of alignment paths in E not disjoint from P' is strictly included in Q. We repeat this implication iteratively, setting P = P' and Q = Q', until Q = 0. We finally conclude that there exists an alignment path P* with L(P*)>L(P)>a such that any alignment path in E is disjoint from P*, which refutes the set maximality condition.
Let Q denote the first alignment path in Q added to the solution set by the algorithm. From alignment path P, we are going to build an alignment path P' such that L(P')aL(P), disjoint from any alignment path in E\Q and disjoint from Q. Then, the set Q' of alignment paths in E not disjoint from P' is strictly included in Q.
Just before adding Q to the solution set, the algorithm state is (I?, 3) with l? c E \ Q where Q = P(,@, j). As P is disjoint from any alignment path in E and L(P) > L(Q), the definition of the candidate alignment path implies that the out-index of P is greater than j. This inequality implies that j < n and, as P is disjoint from any X E 8, that index _$ + 1 does not belong to a sequence protected region of an alignment in 8. Therefore, Q is added to the solution set thanks to the acceptance condition (3) . Fig. 7 shows the algorithm state (8,$).
As y&P) > j and yi,(P) < yout(Q)<5, there exists a vertex VX,f in P such that Y E {&,Y} and ml <x < m2 (.A?'~,J; in Fig. 7 ). We can express P as the concatenation of two paths. PI 0 P2, where $& is the last and the first vertex of PI and PZ respectively. We build a new alignment path defined by P' = p,d (I?, Y".j) 0 P2 as shown in Fig. 8 . As the acceptance condition implies that the out-index of Q is lower than or equal to the in-index of P', Q and P' are disjoint. As yi,(P') > yin(P) and yOu,(P') = y&P), P' is disjoint from any alignment path in E \ Q. On the other hand, the construction of P' implies that L(P')>L(P). 0 The new path P' has a length greater than or equal to the length of P. Moreover. P' is disjoint from Q and from any alignment path in E \ Q, then the set Q' is strictly included In Q.
Results and conclusion
To illustrate some motif search results, the following are three typical motif search applications.
(1) Fig. 9 shows the search result of the SH2 domain in the human GAP protein.' The algorithm found two motif occurrences. The profile protected region covers nearly the complete profile because we are not interested in finding overlapping motif occurrences. (2) Fig. 10 shows the search result of the well known Ecoli promoter in a 70bp fragment of DNA sequence pBR322. 2 The algorithm found two occurrences with an important overlap. Indeed, the profile protected region is very small and corresponds to the kernel of the promoter description.
(3) Fig. 11 shows the search result of the SH3 domain in the human PI3-kinase pS5 x-subunit protein. 3 In this case, the algorithm finds two occurrences of the motif which represents two alternative alignments in the same region of the sequence. Such results are possible specifying small profile protected regions.
Performunces
As a performance measure, we consider the number of sequence symbols scanned by the algorithm. Given a sequence of length ~1, the first proposed algorithm in Sec- Table 3 Comparison between the number of scanned symbols by the new algortthm and by the old algorithm for the Table 3 shows the number of scanned symbols by the new search method N. and by the first proposed algorithm N'.
We notice that the new search algorithm becomes more and more efficient when the number of motif occurrences increases. We can express the number of scanned symbols by the new algorithm as N = n + M where M is the number of scanned symbol due to the moves back in the sequence, therefore A4 mainly depends on the number of found occurrences and on the number of protected profile positions. Table 3 shows that M remains clearly smaller than the sequence length II. A spectacular result can be illustrated by the search of the Ecoli promoter, defined by a profile with a small protected region, in the DNA sequence CVPBR323. The sequence length is n = 4361, and with a number of motif occurrences of q=35, and M'= 108 protected symbols, the new algorithm scans only N = 445 I symbols against N' = 3 13884 for the old algorithm.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a new concept, the generalized profile, to describe biomolecular sequence motifs. This concept is based on two notions, namely the alignment notion, which helps to understand sequence degeneracy, and the score notion, which quantifies the preservation of a motif in a sequence. Associating to generalized profiles a cut-off value and a definition of disjointness between alignments, we have stated a forma1 motif search problem which answers to a set of typical biological questions. Finally, a new efficient motif search algorithm has been presented, and it has been shown that it solves the stated motif search problem exactly. Results given in Section 6.2 show that this algorithm is barely less efficient than the algorithm for finding a best alignment. This implies that this algorithm can be used for a motif search application involving the complete database of currently known sequences, and thus can be applied to whole genome functional annotation. In spite of the efficiency of the presented algorithm, the main component determining the quality of a motif search remains the profile itself. If the profile is badly defined, the motif search result makes only little sense.
For further reading
The following Refs. [l-4, 9, 1 1 -14, 171 are also of interest to the reader.
